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       We're reaching the point where the Earth will have to end the burden
we've placed on her, if we don't lift the burden ourselves. 
~Steven M. Greer

Alas, our technology has marched ahead of our spiritual and social
evolution, making us, frankly, a dangerous people. 
~Steven M. Greer

Numerous US. Government documents exist which indicate that these
objects are real and have been involved with observing Earth for
several decades. 
~Steven M. Greer

There are hundreds of electromagnetic cases where spacecraft have
been observed by police, military personnel and civilians to affect car
engines, radios and other electric devices. 
~Steven M. Greer

There are several multiple-witnessed events where humans have been
taken on board spacecraft. 
~Steven M. Greer

There are hundreds of credible reports, many with multiple witnesses,
of humanoids in association with landed spacecraft. 
~Steven M. Greer

It was one to three football fields in length. It was massive, about 300
feet above the ground. It had three lights on the points of its triangle
and a large red light beneath. 
~Steven M. Greer

Various polls have indicated that approximately 10% of Americans (25
million people) have seen them at close range so that details of the
structure of the object can be discerned. 
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~Steven M. Greer

There are more than 4000 landing trace cases from around the world. 
~Steven M. Greer
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